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All spaces considered will either have the homotopy type of CW complexes with 
finite skeletons or will be p-localizations of CW complexes with finite skeletons. We 
say a space X has no simple p-torsion if the module P,H*(X; Z,,) is trivial, where 
pt is the first Bockstein cohomology operation. An applcation of the Bockstein 
spectral sequence implies 
X has no simple p-torsion if and only if Torsion (H*(X; Z)) has no free Z, 
summands. 
The objective of this note is to prove the following t 
Theorem 1. Let p be an odd prime and let X be an H-space that has no simple 
p-torsion. If H *(X; Z,) is finitely generated as an algebra, then the even degree 
algebra generators are concentrated in degree two. 
Theorem 2. Let p be an odd prime and let X be an H-space that has no simple 
p-torsion. If H*(X; a,) is primitively generated, then it is isomorphic as 
algebras to 
where ZP [2] is a free polynomial algebra on generators of degree two and E 
exterior algebra on generators of odd degree. 
HOPf 
is an 
heorem 3. Let X be an H-space that has no simple two torsion. Then if H *(X; a,) 
is primitively generated then H*(X; a,) is isomorphic as Hopf algebras to 
where Zz [4k + 21 is a free polynomial algebra on generators of degree 4k + 2 and E is 
an exterior algebra on generators of odd degree. Moreover, the induced map 
QH4k+2 (X; a,) sn4k_ QHskf2(X; Z,) 
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is a monomotphism for ail positive k. 
These theorems are generalizations of results due to Mubbuck [4,5.]. His 
techniques involve K-theory and are applicable only when the cohomology 
W*(X; Z) is p-torsion free. The proofs of this paper are considerably shorter and 
involve completely different methods. 
This paper is intended to be a sequel to the author’s papers Torsion in H-spaces I,
II, III [3,6,7]. We assume the reader is familiar with the notation and theorems of 
these papers. 
The theorems of this paper appeared in the author’s dissertation. I am very 
grateful to John C. Moore for -much elpful advice and criticism. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Tbmrem 2.1. Suppose X is an H-space that has no simple p-torsion. Suppose that 
either QH”” (X; Z,, f is finite dimensional or H * (X; Z,) is primitively generated. 
llren if n is not congruent to one modp, 
QH*” (X; z,,) = ~1QIF12n-xpp-1)(X; Z,) if p is odd 
QHt” (X; &) = Sq2QH2*-*(X; Z2). 
Furthermore, if n is congruent to one modp, then 
QH’” (X; &) n im Sq* = 0. 
Proof. We note that if H * (X; jhp) is primitively generated, then there are no pth 
powers in H *(X; Zp) [9]. The theorem follows from Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 of 
Torsion in H-spaces I. Q.E.D. 
We now prove Theorem 1 for odd primes p. 
Let 2n be the top dimension where there is a non-zero even degree generator. If
n = 1, we are done. Suppose n is greater than one. 
Case 1. If II is not congruent o zero modp, then p,P = p@*P”-*. Let 
x’ E QH*” (X; Zp) have m-primitive representative x. By assumptipn, P’-‘x is 
decomposable of degree not congruent to zero modp. Hence, the main 
Theorem 3.1 of Torsion in H-spaces I implies there is a secondary 
operation 4 with ~p-‘~(x)=x~x~~~~~X+imP,+z where z E 
~H*~~.*~H*I(B(~))~P~.*~~*. Dually, we may choose a primitive t E 
fHzn (X; Zp) with (x, t) # 0 and (B(m) + im&, t) = 0. This implies (o(x), tp) # 0. It 
follows that 4(x) is an indecomposable of degree greater than 2n. This contradicts 
the assumption than 2n was the highest dimension where there is a non-zero even 
generator. 
Case 2. n is congruent to zero modp. 
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If n = p, then Theorem 2.1 would imply QH2p (X; hp) = 9’QH2(X; Zp) = 0. 
Hence we may assume n > 1 + p. By Theorem 2.1 
QH2” (X; Z,) = 9’ QH2”‘(X; HP) 
where n’= n - 2@ - 1) is not congruent to zero modp. 
We have &P’= P191P-P. 
For degree reasons, ,9n-p QH*“‘(X; HP) = 0. By the same argument as in Case 1, 
one can show QH2”‘(L; Zp) is non trivial. This is a contradiction because 2n’p > 2n. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for odd primes. 
3. 4 
We now prove Theorem 2. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be an H-space that has no simple p-torsion. Then if 
H * (X; Z,) is primitively generated, then H * (X; a,) is a free commutative algebra. 
Proof. Clearly, the square of every odd dimensional class is zero. By the Bore1 
structure theorem, it suffices to show every even generator has infinite height. 
Suppose x is a 2n dimensional generator of finite height. By hypothesis, we may 
assume x is primitive and x p’ = 0, xp’-’ # 0, for some f 3 1. Then 
9 +-’ (x p’-‘) = x p’ = 0 for p odd 
sqz’“(xy = X2f = 0. 
Hence by [ll], there is a secondary operation 4 defined on xpf-’ with 
JP-s+(xP’-r)= xP’-‘@*. .@XP’-‘+impl. 6 
Then if t is dual to x p’-‘, it follows that (Q,(x~‘-~), tp)# 0. This contradicts the fact 
that there are no pth powers in H,(X; Z,) if H *(X; HP) is primitively generated. 
Therefore .g must have infinite height and H *(X; Z,) is a free commutative 
algebra. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3.2:. Let p be an odd prime and let X be an H-space that has no simple 
p-torsion. Then if H *(X; HP) is primitively generated, all the even generators are in 
degree two. 
Proof. Step I. If n is not congruent to one modp then QH2” (X ; HP) = 0. Suppose 
QH2” (X; Z,) is non trivial and let n be a primitive representative. Then by 
Theorem 2.1, P-*x = 91P’-2x is decomposable, primitive and not a pth power. 
Hence 9”“~ = 0. 
Now 
PS 1 * = P/3, -I- Q&P”? 
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Since p,x = P-‘x = 0, there is a secondary operation 4 defined on x with 
&q(x)=x** .* @n +imgP” +imQ,. 
Given tEPHzn(X;Z,) with (x,t)#O we have (imP,t@-@t)=O for degree 
reasons and (im Q1, t 69 l l l @ t) = 0 because the Bockstein annihilates homology. 
Therefore (4(x), P) # 0. This is a contradiction. It follows that QH2” (X; HP) is 
trivial if n f I modp, 
Stq 2. (QH”” (X; E,))/(F(s4(p))QHeven (X; Z,)) is concentrated in degrees of the 
form 2t1(j) where v(j)=l+~+~~+**.+$, u(-l)=O, tr(O)=l. 
This follows by an argumet:t analogous to Theorem 2.3.1 of Torsion in H-spaces 
II [7]. 
Ste,p 3. QH”‘“(X;&) is concentrated in degree 2. 
By Step 2, it suffices to shot v QH’“@(X; HP) = 0 for j > 0. We induct on j. 
We first show that QH2”(’ (X; z,) = QH2p+2(X; Z,) = 0. 
Suppose QH2p+2(X; &) if, non trivial. Then there is a primitive representative x
in degree 2p + 2. By Step I, if 9% is non-zero, it must be the pth power of a four 
dimensional class, x4. By Tiieorem 2.1, x4 is decomposable. The exact sequence 
O+ P(ime2)+ P(im[)+ Q(im[)+O 
implies 4 must be divisible be p. This is impossible. Hence 9% = 0. 
We now use a factorization theorem of Liulevicius: 
Theorem (Liulevicius [8]). Let p be an odd prime and u an element of H” (X; &). 
If plu = 9% = 0 and Ppku = 0 for k G j, then Pp’+l factors through secondary 
operations 
ppi+l = c aj,i% St bj9 + c Cj,& Tk 
where aj*i, bj, cj,& are primary and ai, 3 and Tk are secondary with degree (Yip degree 
3 even and degree Tk odd. 
By Liulevicius’ theorem, 9)px2p+2 factors through secondary operations. By Step 
1, ai and B(x) are decomposable. For degree reasons, Cj,& must involve a 
Bockstein. Therefore ppx is decomposable primitive and not a pth power. Hence 
ppx = 0. 
The factorization 
PP I P+* = g,+‘p, + Q,P' 
now defines a secondary operation 4 on x and 
Given a primitive t E PH 2p+2(X; H,) with (x, t) # 0, we have (4(x), t’) # 0. This is a 
contradiction. Therefore QH2p+2(X; Z,.,) = 0. 
‘e now proceed by induction. Assume Q ;&,,)=OforO<k <j. e will 
prove that Q 2”“)(X; Z,) = 0. By Step 2, there are no even generators in degrees 
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greater than two and less than 2v(j). Let x be a primitive representative for an 
element in QH*““) (A; a,). 8% is decomposable primitive by Step 1. Hence it must 
be a pth power. 
But by the inductive assumption, the only pth powers occur in degrees of the 
form 2~‘. Hence 9 ‘x = 0. Suppose by induction pp’x = 0 for all 0 +E t < s. Then by 
Liulevicius’ theorem, 
Lyi (x) and B(x) are decomposable by Step 2 and cs& Tk (x ) = 0 because cs& is of odd 
degree. Hence gp”x is decomposable primitive. We conclude gp’x 7 0. By 
induction it follows that gpkx = 0 for all k. 
Consider the factorization 
Q s+lx = gp’x = 0. Hence we have a secondary operation 4 defined with 
Jp-‘+(x)= x@. . .@x + ji im~““)-“(‘)+imQi. 
s=-1 
By Step 2 and the inductive hypothesis, x is not in the image of any Steenrod 
operations. 
Therefore if (x, t) f 0, (4(x), t’> # 0. 
This contradiction implies QH 2uU)(X; a,) = 0 for all j > 0. This completes Proposi- 
tion 3.2. Q.E.D. 
The propositions of this section prove Theorem 2. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
By Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show QH4’ (X; hp) = 0 and 
‘@’ QH4k+2(X; Hz)-+ QHgk +* (X; Z,) 
is a monomorphism for all k >O. 
Suppose QHdk (X; Z,) is non trivial, and let x be a primitive representative. We 
may assume k > 1 because Theorem 2.1 implies QH4(X; B2) = 0. Hence there is a 
factorization 
Sq qk-4 = SqJk sq’ + Sq2SqlSq2~q4k-4. 
Now by Theorem 2.1, 
9 
4k-4 - 
x = sq*jj. 
Hence 
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sq2sq4’ O4 Ir’ = sq2sq2 j7 = sq%q’ y = 0. 
Therefore if Sq2Sq 4k-4~ is non-zero, it must be the square of an odd dimensional 
class. This is impossible. Therefore Sq2Sq4k-4x = 0. 
Associated to the above factorization isa secondary operation defined on x with 
&p(x) = x QD x + im Sq4’ + im Sq2Sq1. 
It follows that if (x, t) # 0 then @(x), t”) # 0. This is a contradiction. 
We have shown QH4k (X; ;k2) = i) for all k > 0. Now suppose 
sip 
QH4k*2(X; r2)--4 QHSkf2(X; 22) 
is not a monomorphism. 
Let x be a primitive repressentative for an element in QH4k+2(X; &) with Sq4kx 
decomposable. It follows thYat Sq4’x = 0. Associated to 
sq’sq4k+2 = Sq%q2Sq4k 
is a secondary operation #5 defined on x with &(x) = x (~3 x + im Sq’Sq2. 
Hence if (x, t) # 0 then (e(x), t’) f 0. 
This is a contradiction. Hence we have proved Theorem 3. Q.E.D. 
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